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Black locust, Robinia pseudo-acacia.
From Charles S. Sargent, The Silva of North America
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1891-1902), VI, Plate CXIJI.
Original drawing by Charles Edward Faxon.
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Black locust seems to have survived the Ice Age in only two main regions, where it is now native: in the
Appalachians, and in the Ozarks. It has apparently become naturalized in every state east of the Mississippi
River except Florida, growing best in places wh~re there is rich, moist soil. It will also grow in dry lands,
however, and for this reason has been widely used for erosion control. Black locust was introduced into
many parts of the country by early settlers who found it useful for its wood, appealing for its very fragrant
white flowers, and adaptable in barren places.
The wood of the black locust is too tough to be sawn into lumber, but it is extraordinarily durable in
the ground, making excellent posts and railroad ties. Formerly it was used for such things as wheel hubs
and wooden pegs, and in shipbuilding. Although difficult to ignite, black locust is an excellent firewood and
burns with a bright blue torch-like flame.
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Introduced Woody Plants
in the Flora of the Chicago Region

By Floyd Swink and Ray Schulenberg

It would be impossible to know how many woody plant species native to other parts of the
world have been planted in the Chicago region since settlement began, but such species probably number in the thousands. Most introduced plants survive here only as cultivated specimens; that is, the individual plants live out their lives but do not produce seedlings except
where man intentionally propagates them by some means. Since most introduced plants do
not reproduce naturally under our local conditions, they do not become part of the local
flora, which consists only of those plants that have been found and recorded by botanists as
growing wild in places where they were not deliberately planted or cultivated by man.
There are, however, some introduced woody plants which can reproduce spontaneously in
the Chicago region, and a review of botanical literature and current field observations shows
a surprising number of species in this category. The habitats where they grow are numerous
and varied-in forests that have been damaged by grazing, in old pastures, in alleys and
vacant lots, among landscape plantings, and on highway and railroad rights-of-way, to name
just a few. Probably the two most common means by which seeds reach these habitats are
birds, which eat the fleshy fruits and distribute the seeds in their droppings at other places,
and wind, which carries winged seeds for considerable distances. A few species, especially
willows, occasionally spread by vegetative means when broken twigs are transported by
water to other locations and take root in the mud. Several other species have been observed to spread only by vegetative means from planted specimens, and it is especially
questionable whether such species should truly be considered part of the flora, no matter
how large a colony they form.
Of the woody species that are escaped introductions in the Chicago area, more than four
out of five originated in the Old World-either in Europe or Asia. The rest were introduced
from parts of North America outside the Chicago region. Whatever their origins, these plants
came into the area after settlement began and, in most cases, were introduced by white settlers. The reasons for introduction differ with the species: some were planted for their fruit,
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others for use as hedges, still others as shade trees, and many as ornamentals. Certain species
grow here which were apparently brought in accidentally, and sometimes by non-human
agents, though under conditions created by man.
Discussed below, in alphabetical order by botanical name, are the more important trees,
shrubs, and woody vines which are not considered to be native to this area, but which have
been recorded as growing wild (or spontaneously) in the Chicago region, defined here as
consisting of the twenty-two counties that have more than half their area within seventyfive miles of downtown Chicago. Occasionally there is uncertainty among botanists as to
whether a specimen is truly spontaneous; this is a "gray zone" in floristic studies, and many
collected specimens are debatable in this regard. However, most of the species considered
below are clearly members of the flora, some of them being aggressively weedy. In many localities, such as at the Morton Arboretum where there is a high concentration of introduced
plants in cultivation, there are seedlings of additional woody species which persist for a time
in the vicinity of known planted parent specimens. Though omitted from the present listing,
several of these are likely, in time, to be regarded as belonging to the local flora .

Acer platanoides, Norway maple, is a European introduction which generally occurs as a
seedling in wooded areas where a parent tree is in the immediate vicinity. Thus plant distribution would seem to be limited to the area that can be reached by wind-borne seeds.
It is uncertain whether or not Norway maple is truly a part of our flora, and most local
manuals do not refer to this tree as being spontaneous here.
Ailanthus altissima, tree of heaven, occurs in all our local counties and is especially
abundant in the inner city of Chicago, where it is often the dominant tree species in a neighborhood, and occasionally the only tree species present. It is probably the tree most commonly seen by commuters on elevated trains. The wind-borne seeds of this Chinese introduction are produced prolifically on the pistillate trees and can germinate and grow even under
the most difficult circumstances.
Alnus glutinosa, European alder, has an intriguing local history. Apparently specimens of
this tree were planted somewhere along the Du Page River, probably near Lombard, in early
days. From there, seeds floated downstream, starting colonies of alder along the way, some
existing now as far south as Will County. The mature clumps of alder along the river in
the Arboretum are fine examples. A characteristic habitat of alder in the Chicago region is
at the edge of a former meander of a stream, cut off by dredging of a new channel.
Berberis thunbergii, Japanese barberry, is a shrub commonly planted as a hedge and for
other ornamental purposes. Its bright red fruits are commonly eaten by birds, and its seeds
are distributed by them in wooded areas. It is frequently found growing in the forest preserves of the Chicago area. A close relative, the English barberry (Berberis vulgaris), was
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found somewhat frequently in earlier days. However, because it is an alternate host for wheat
rust, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has sponsored a persistent effort to eradicate this
species, and it is now rarely seen here.
Campsis radicans, trumpet creeper, is almost never found growing spontaneously in the
northern portion of the Chicago region. However, it is common in the southern portionin the Kankakee River Valley, for example-where it is an aggressive weed along fences in
farm country. Farther south in the United States it is a tough weed, exceedingly difficult to
eradicate. It was introduced into our area from the South as an ornamental vine.
Lonicera japonica, Japanese honeysuckle, has become fairly common on bottomland in the
southern part of the Chicago region, where it spreads by means of stolons. Fortunately ~ur
climate in winter is too severe to permit this pernicious vine to gain a firm foothold elsewhere
in our area.
Lonicera maackii, Amur honeysuckle, is readily dispersed by birds and can become a widespread weed in wooded areas near which it has been cultivated. However, at present it seems
that in areas where no cultivated specimens are present, spontaneous specimens are also absent. It is interesting to note that in spite of the extremely weedy tendencies of this Asiatic
honeysuckle, it is omitted from the standard floras covering the northeastern United States.
Lonicera tatarica, Tartarian honeysuckle, is frequently seen as an escape in wooded areas.
Closer study of these populations often reveals the presence of several additional honeysuckles that are similar and closely related- Lonicera morrowi, Lonicera xylosteum, or hybrids such as Lonicera bella. In the disturbed wooded hills around Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,
and in other wooded areas around Chicago, these exotic honeysuckles often dominate the
understory, almost to the exclusion of other shrubs. The best time to make a census of their
abundance is in early spring, as these plants leaf out earlier than the native shrubs.
Maclura pomifera, Osage orange or hedge apple, was introduced from the southwest for
use as "living fences" on farms prior to the invention of barbed wire. Planted closely, Osage
orange formed a dense thicket hedge with many long, sharp thorns. Many old hedgerows of
Osage orange remained around Chicago until recently, but most have now been uprooted by
bulldozers during suburban development. When unearthed, the brilliant orange roots become
a subject of interest. The large, heavy fruits are spectacular, suggesting in appearance a limegreen orange. In Grundy County, southwest of Chicago, the Osage orange is a common
species in overgrazed pasture land and can easily be distinguished from the abundant hawthorns growing with it by its more yellowish branch color. The method of propagation from
parent trees has not been investigated by us, but in this regard it is interesting to note Charles
Deam's observation of two rows of Osage orange in southern Indiana : "I estimated that on the
ground there were not less than 25 bushels of fruit and I assumed that the trees fruited almost annually. Yet I did not find a single seedling and I do not believe any were dug up."
(Flora of Indiana. Indianapolis; Indiana Department of Conservation, 1940. p. 396.) This
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Lonicera maackii, pictured here in late autumn, has become a
weed in wooded areas near which it is cultivatfd.

concurs with our observations in the Chicago area, and it would be interesting to determine
why Osage orange seedlings are seldom found.
Morus alba, white mulberry, belongs to the same family as Maclura. It commonly springs
up in alleys, along hedgerows, in gardens, and in a good many other places, again through
the agency of birds. If a female tree is allowed to mature, the multitude of very soft fruits
dropping all over the ground and the great number of seedlings which grow up in the vicinity are a nuisance. The erratically lobed leaves of this species are continually brought to the
Arboretum by people who want to identify the tree. White mulberry is a native of eastern
Asia, and its leaves are food for silkworms in the Orient.
Pinus nigra, Austrian pine, and Pinus sylvestris, Scotch pine, have become naturalized in
one notable location near Chicago, and the story of their introduction is of local historical
interest. In the mid-nineteenth century, Robert Douglas, a nurseryman at Waukegan, frequently traversed the area south of Zion that is now known as Illinois Beach State Park. As
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he traveled across this sandy moorland on horseback, he carried a bag of mixed pine seeds
and scattered them in the wind. Today a veritable pine forest is present at Illinois Beach State
Park, consisting almost entirely of these two species, and there are many young pine seedlings
as a result.
Populus alba, silver poplar or white poplar, is commonly seen in the Chicago area, but
there is a serious question as to whether it is truly part of the flora. It was introduced from
Eurasia and was one of the species most frequently offered by nurserymen in early days for
shade and ornament because of its fast-growing characteristic. It propagates readily by suckers, and one tree can eventually produce an entire grove. Where a homesite has been abandoned for a long time, such a colony of trees often gives every appearance of being naturalized,
and specimens collected from such colonies are quite often preserved in herbaria and cited in
local distribution literature. However, to our knowledge, silver poplar has not been observed
to produce seedlings in this area.
Populus nigra italica, Lombardy poplar, is an infertile clone of Populus nigra, European
black poplar, and is found with some frequency in the sandy soils along the Lake Michigan
shore. Some of these may represent actual plantings, while others may be spontaneous trees
resulting from the rooting of small twigs from other trees.
Prunus angustifolia, Chickasaw plum, was introduced from the West probably with manure
dumped along the railroads from livestock cars. It was first observed in this area in 1906 by
Reverend E. J. Hill, the eminent Chicago botanist, who described it as growing near Dune
Park in Porter County, Indiana. In recent years, several colonies of this species have been
seen in sandy soils south and west of Chicago. Once a specimen has become established, the
long roots send up suckers, finally resulting in a colony several rods in length.
Prunus persica, the common peach, is a classic example of a commercially popular edible
fruit which, because it is eaten raw, has viable seeds which are inadvertently scattered near
picnic areas so that the species grows spontaneously in these places. Most of the local spontaneous occurrences of peach are in the sand dune area of Indiana and Michigan, where the
beautiful flowers are conspicuous on the landscape in spring. Other members of the Rose
Family which occur even more frequently and for similar reasons are pear, Pyrus communis,
and apple (known both as Malus pumila and Pyrus malus). The seedlings which result are
generally worthless as producers of good fruit.
Rhamnus cathartica, European buckthorn, is one of our most prevalent weeds among woody
plants. It is distributed by birds and will literally take over as the understory tree in some
woodlands where there has been severe grazing in the past. Since the young plants are somewhat thorny, they are often protected from being eaten by livestock, as are the seedlings of
hawthorn and red cedar. The buckthorn holds its green foliage longer in the autumn than
most of the native woody plants, and for this reason is particularly noticeable in late fall. It
is another plant from which leaves are frequently brought to the Arboretum for identifi-
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cation. Surprisingly, this buckthorn has not yet been observed growing spontaneously in
northwestern Indiana, in spite of its great abundance in northeastern Illinois.

Rhamnus frangula, glossy buckthorn, is closely related to Rhamnus cathartica and shares
some of its undesirable features. It, too, can be easily distinguished in the autumn woodland
because of late retention of its green foliage. Both of these buckthorns were introduced from
Eurasia. In addition to its other habitats, glossy buckthorn grows locally in two surprisingly
different habitats : in the acid soils of bogs, and even more commonly in the alkaline soils of fens.
Ribes odoratum, clove currant, is notable for its delightfully scented yellow flowers in spring.
It is occasionally found on embankments and along railroads, but it does not occur frequently
enough to be considered weedy. It is native farther west in the United States.
Robinia pseudo-acacia, black locust, is found in every one of our local counties, and is often
used for erosion control. Many of the existing colonies undoubtedly remain from the time
when this tree was planted by the Civilian Conservation Corps for this purpose. The suckering habit and the thorny character of the sprouts, along with the fact that it is subject to
the locust borer, make this tree undesirable for ornamental planting. It is native to states
farther south.
Rosa multiflora, multiflora rose, is a native of Japan and Korea. It has been widely planted
in the Midwest as wildlife cover, and it is common in hedgerows along roads and farm
boundaries. In Kane County this species has been observed invading pasture land, and there
is every indication that it will be one of the noxious weeds of the future. The seeds of a sinpie plant, when distributed widely by birds and other means, can start seedlings over an
extensive area.
Salix alba, white willow, and Salix fragilis, crack willow, are two Old World introductions
that are found growing along streams in the Chicago region. They mature to become sizable
trees, and both species reproduce from seed and vegetatively from broken twigs that take
root in the mud.
Solanum dulcamara, bittersweet nightshade, is a vine with clear red pulpy fruits. The name
is sometimes confused with the climbing bittersweet, Celastrus scandens, but the two vines
do not look alike. Bittersweet nightshade has been introduced from the Old World and thrives
in a variety of habitats including shaded yards, gardens, fencerows, thickets, marshes, and
bogs. It is a true member of the Nightshade Family, and its fruits-whether red, orange, or
green- should never be eaten as they are poisonous. The closely related matrimony vine,
Lycium halimifolium, has surprisingly similar fruits and occasionally escapes from cultivation to grow in dumps and waste ground.
Symphoricarpos orbiculatus, coralberry or buckbrush, is much more troublesome farther
south and west, where it is native, than it is in this area. Here it has remained relatively
innocuous and has been planted as an ornamental shrub. In some forest preserves and game
preserves, it has been introduced as wildlife cover. While it does occur spontaneously, many
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of the specimens found in wooded areas and forming vegetative colonies were originally
planted, though they now appear to be spontaneous.
Syringa vulgaris, the common lilac, is sometimes reported in the literature as an escape,
but it is doubtful that this European introduction is truly part of the flora. Closer study of
the habitat where a specimen is observed will nearly always reveal a former homesite and
the likelihood that the specimen was planted and has persisted long after the house was taken
down. This fact is often obscured by the abundance of fast-growing native woody vegetation
which has come up around it. Other shrubs which often persist on abandoned homesites are
mock orange, Philadelphus coronarius, and privet, Ligustrum vulgare.
Ulmus pumila, Siberian elm, is one of the most rapidly increasing woody plants in our
region, because it is planted extensively and it seeds prolifically. Even though none of the
standard manuals of the northeastern states mentions the Chicago area for this species, its
presence is almost universal in the industrial sections of towns, and hundreds of seedlings
In late fall, Rhamnus frangula retains leaves long after those of most native trees and shrubs have fallen.
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form thickets along railroads. It is popularly known as "Chinese elm", although this common
name is better reserved for the late-flowering species, Ulmus parvifolia.
Viburnum opulus, European highbush cranberry, is frequently found in woods, where it
has escaped from cultivation in neighboring gardens. Highbush cranberry specimens growing in woodland should be examined carefully before identification. Quite often the assumption is that the native species, Viburnum trilobum, is the one that is present when, in fact,
the introduced Viburnum opulus occurs far more frequently in this habitat.

In addition to the species discussed above, there are many other introduced woody plants
that have been reported as part of the Chicago region flora. However, in nearly all instances
they are known from only a very few collected specimens, and some have not been observed
for many years. These plants are listed below.
Castanea dentata; American chestnut
Catalpa bignonioides; common catalpa
Catalpa speciosa; northern catalpa
Crataegus monogyna; single-seeded hawthorn
Larix decidua; European larch
Oxydendrum arboreum; sorrel tree
Pinus pungens; Table Mountain pine
Pinus rigida; pitch pine
Prunus avium; sweet cherry
Prunus cerasus; sour cherry
Prunus hortulana; wild goose plum
Prunus mahaleb; perfumed cherry
Ribes nigrum; black currant
Ribes sativum; red currant
Robinia hispida; bristly locust
Robinia viscosa; clammy locust

Rosa canina; dog rose
Rosa eglanteria; sweetbrier
Rosa gallica; French rose
Rosa rugosa; rugosa rose
Rubus idaeus; garden raspberry
Rubus laciniatus; evergreen blackberry
Rubus phoenicolasius; wineberry
Salix pentandra; bay-leaved willow
Salix purpurea; purple willow
Sorbus aucuparia (syn. Pyrus aucuparia);
European mountain ash
Symphoricarpos a/bus laevigatus;
garden snowberry
Viburnum lantana; wayfaring tree
Vinca minor; periwinkle or running myrtle
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More Is Less; The Riddle of Progress
By Raymond F. Dasmann

Once it was difficult to travel, but the journey led to places strange and new. Today travel
is for all, but increasingly all roads lead to the same place. Technology and population growth
work their changes. The unique and different become uniform, mass-produced and interchangeable. Suburban homes and high-rise apartments, highways and airports, hotels and
restaurants are stamped from the same patterns from Seattle to San Diego, Miami to Honolulu, and on to once-foreign lands.
But all places have not yet been processed through the technological mill. There are places
where change has not yet come, places by-passed by what we choose to call progress, places
where nature still follows its old pathways, little disturbed by man. You must work harder to
find them, but they exist. Whether they will still be there tomorrow depends on us.
To some, the natural areas of the world are worth saving just so that we may see the marvelous diversity of the world in which mankind evolved. To others, the wild areas are an
essential part of our environment; we destroy them at the risk of our own destruction. To
some, the old man-made patterns that still exist in our land are worth saving as a record of
where we have been. To others, they are essential to the maintenance of human variety;
they represent ways out of a technological trap. To all who are concerned, however, the
question of how to save samples of the old America has no easy answer. As a nation we
have been committed to quantitative measures of losses and gains. Wild values and human
history do not readily quantify.
There are those who say we should not bother with these things now; the human problems of today are far too pressing. We have slums and ghettos, poverty and war, pestilence
and hunger. These must command our attention. But others would look beyond tomorrow,
to the day when the races no longer glare in hostility at one another, when poverty is overcome, when the slums are no more. When that day is reached and the slum dwellers emerge
to their new life of security and leisure, what will the world be like? Will there be any place
worth going to; any possibility of finding new ways of life in unfamiliar kinds of country?
The answers to these questions must be found today.
How do we preserve diversity? How do we save wild areas and wild animal life, historical
areas or different patterns for living? In the past we leaned heavily on government purchase of national parks, refuges, recreation areas, historical monuments and other reserves.
But we can't afford to buy them all. At least we won't afford it now, and tomorrow will be
too late. We have not managed to buy even the lands that we think we have set aside in public parks. Much of the area inside Everglades National Park is still privately owned and subject
to exploitation. Point Reyes National Seashore, Assateague and Fire Island still remain largely
in private hands. And those areas we have purchased for preservation beyond tomorrow are
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not secure. The largest reserve is influenced by its surroundings. If we owned all of Everglades National Park, it would still be threatened by the water demands of agricultural and
urban developments in the lands beyond the park.
Once I thought environmental planning was the answer; better planning for and control
over land use. You can't preserve wilderness without attention to the cities; you can't save
nature without provisions for people. Parks must be integrated into overall park and recreation plans, and these in turn into total environmental plans. With good regional land-use planning and a willingness to translate plans into action, we could save the wild places, the rare
places, the historical patterns, and create a better world for people. Once that seemed to be
the answer. Today I am not sure. Too often it appears that planning, whether regional,
land use or city planning, seems to lead to conditions worse than those the plans were intended to correct.
The dangers of single-purpose planning have long been obvious. Our highway systems are
planned, yet few engineering efforts have done more damage to the American environment,
as freeways cut through parks and choice farm lands, block off urban water fronts, and destroy historical city centers. Our water developments have been planned, and yet have been
the sites of the greatest environmental controversies, since every wild and scenic canyon appears to be threatened by one or another development plan.
But even the broadest kind of planning that is being carried out today can lead ultimately,
if the plans are successful, to less satisfactory conditions for people. Examples could be
chosen almost at random, but a recent illustration is provided by the year 2000 plan for
Fairfax County, Va. Fairfax County, part of the Washington metropolitan area, contains
Dulles International Airport and the new town of Reston, along with Alexandria, Falls
Church, McLean and other communities that are already a part of urbanized Washington.
Today, however, much of the county is pleasant, open land of interspersed forest and field,
of farms and estates, where one can easily forget the presence of a big city. But today there
are only 400,000 people in the county.
The planners assume that in the year 2000, 1.5 million people will live in Fairfax County.
The plan is intended to accommodate them in the most rational manner, to provide sites for
new urban communities, transportation networks, water, sewage systems and all the other
adjuncts and necessities of urban development.
It is not my purpose to criticize the plan itself but to question the planners' basic assumption that growth will occur, that it is inevitable, that it is somehow desirable, and that it must
therefore be accommodated. If the accommodation requires the sacrifice of field and forest,
then these must be sacrificed. If it brings increasing pollution and congestion to the total
metropolitan region, then these must be endured. If it leads to the disappearance of Washington into a massive megalopolis, this must be accepted. Growth is taken as the determinant; all else must bend to it. I do not know if Fairfax County will be a better place to live
when 1.5 million people dwell where 400,000 now exist. It bothers me that nobody asks the
question. One hears the demographer's predictions, and one obeys.
The unfortunate consequence of planning for growth is that it makes growth almost inOpen space is space removed /rom growth, reserved for posterity.
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evitable. If the houses are built and the roads are put in; if the industries and other employing agencies arrive; if water, schools, sewage systems and other essentials are provided,
people will come to fill the spaces allotted for them. They will be encouraged to come; they
will be advertised for; lured to the area that has been planned for them . The home builders,
the road builders, the business leaders and the government officials all develop a stake in
population growth. Once growth is planned for, its absence becomes disastrous. Growth
must occur.
Is the answer, then, to abandon planning? Obviously not. Areas for which no overall
plan exists, or in which none is adhered to, also grow. They grow in a more disruptive manner, blotting out natural environments, creating conflicts for water, creating hopeless transportation problems; spreading out into the "slurbs" of California, or the depressing developments of Florida. One sees too many examples in America of growth without plan.
Perhaps, however, the answer lies in a different kind of planning; one that takes growth
as a variable that can be controlled. But planners alone cannot make such decisions. The
resolve to control growth in any area is a policy decision that must be made by the government through the political process at every level, from national and state to county and city.
The decision had best be made first at the top, at the federal level, since federal funds , subsidies and contracts have a major role in determining where people will go.
I cannot state in any detail what kind of planning must be done to control growth. Obviously America is not yet saturated with people, although it could be argued that we have
already exceeded our optimum population. Obviously, also, some areas have reached a point
of overcrowding, considering our present level of social and physical organization of human
communities. One kind of planning, therefore, that holds out hope is planning for new cities.
By new cities I do not mean new towns of the Columbia or Reston variety, since these are
simply well-organized additions to already urbanized areas; but completely new cities of a
quarter million or more people. The "experimental city" being planned at the University of
Minnesota, under the leadership of Walter Vivrett, and with the assistance of Athelstan Spilhaus, Buckminster Fuller, Harrison Brown, William Wheaton and others, is an example. This
project would attempt to bring into being a city of 250,000 to be located at least 100 miles
from any existing metropolitan center. Such a city, by its new design, its bold approaches
to architecture and urban function, could persuade people to move from existing centers of
congestion. But only a major effort and expenditure of funds by federal and state governments
can bring such new cities into being. Private enterprise cannot lead the way, since it cannot
afford the risk involved in such huge schemes unless it enjoys full governmental support.
Planning for open-space preservation is a tool for controlling and channeling growth, but
only if the values of open space are fully recognized and if the plans are supported by every
level of government. Open space, whatever its purpose, is space removed from growth, reserved for posterity. Mostly commonly, however, open-space plans are the ones that are first
set aside or ignored to make way for highways, reservoirs, subdivisions new municipal buildings or other growth-oriented developments.
Open-space zoning is a step beyond planning, but zoning, like planning, has a way of be-
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ing overridden at the local level of city or county government. Hawaii has taken a strong new
step with its state-wide land-use zoning. If this can hold up against the court cases being directed toward it, an example may be set for other states. For today at least, Hawaii's system
has been successful. At the worst it will have accomplished a worthwhile delaying action
against misplaced growth.
It is essential in open-space planning or zoning that attention be given first to the "irreplaceable" areas-the unique natural spots, the habitats of rare or endangered wild species
of plants or animals, the unusual areas that would qualify as national or state parks, the important historic sites. Secondly, protection must be extended to the choice agricultural soils
from which our food must continue to come, to the forest and pasture lands on which we
will depend for wood, fiber or meat. These are limited in supply and we have as yet no adequate substitutes. It is also important that care be given to areas of importance chiefly for
their beauty, to the scenes that give a landscape definition and quality, that provide the background against which aesthetically pleasing developments can take place.
But new cities, open-space planning and land-use zoning all represent delaying actions at
best, not solutions to the problems of channeling and containing growth. The final answers
must be sought in the development of population policies, national, state and local. In a
series of seminars on population, held in 1966 at the University of North Carolina, it was
pointed out that it takes 100 hours to fill all the earth's available space with people, we are
now in the ninety-ninth hour. There is not much time left to make decisions on where we
shall continue to grow and how large.
Those who plan to accommodate more than 300 million Americans in the year 2000 seem
to forget that there will also be a year 2001. If space is provided, at whatever cost, for the
300 million, growth will not thereby miraculously cease. Plans must then be instituted to provide space for 600 million in the year 2035 or 2040, and if this is accomplished for 1,200
million and 2,400 million. Planning for continued growth, to the extent that it is successful,
reaches a point where it becomes madness, since there are limits and these will be reached.
Must we wait until population growth is forced to halt because we have run out of resources
or space? Is it not better to fight this battle now, while we still have something worth defending?
In the past five years our nation has come to realize that growth is not necessarily desirable, that the United States, as well as the underdeveloped world, has a population problem.
The next step should be an inquiry to determine our policy on population, and the debate
should now be under way in every community as well as in Washington. It is disturbing that
no such debate is to be heard in Congress, in the state legislatures or in county councils.
In the absence of an attempt to define a population policy, what is the concerned citizen
to do? One obvious answer is to educate and inform the public and the politician. But that
is a slow process and meanwhile the battle to maintain a worthwhile human environment is
being lost. A second answer is to fight a delaying action at every level of government, using
every legal, political and economic tool. If it is possible to prevent the growth of a new and
unwanted subdivision by voting against the provision of city services, do so. One can vote
against the new freeway and for the new park. One can campaign
(Continued on page 48)
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Kentucky Coffee- tree, Gymnocladus dioicus
Pea Family (Leguminosae)
General Description:
In winter, the Kentucky coffee-tree has an open, coarse-textured appearance after the leaves have
fallen and the stubby, irregular branches have become visible. Adding to the tree's interest at that
season are the dark gray, deeply fissured bark of the trunk and the shaggy bark of the main branches.
In spring, the foliage-then pinkish and delicate-emerges from its buds to give the tree a fine and
lacy appearance for a time, but this changes to a medium texture as summer approaches and the
leaves become first a bronze-green, smooth and shining above, and then a darker green with pale
green beneath. The coffee-tree's leaves are particularly interesting, usually being doubly compound
and having many leaflets. The compound leaves may be as much as three feet long, though they
usually range from one to three feet. The flowers, which bloom in May or June, are inconspicuous,
and the tree's autumn color-a dusty yellow- is not especially noteworthy. The fruits are large
brown pods which are often produced in clusters and hang on throughout the winter. The tree grows
slowly and in its native setting may reach a height of one hundred feet or more; elsewhere it generally
reaches no more than fifty to seventy-five feet.
Landscape value:
The thick, stubby branches of the dormant coffee-tree show a bold coarseness which combines well
with structures of natural wood and stone. The tree is especially effective when planted where the
strong pattern of its branches is seen against a simple background or where its shadow is cast
on the ground or on the snow. The Kentucky coffee-tree's most common use is as a park or lawn
specimen. Its filtered shade and rounded crown make it a beautiful tree for shade or accent. It is
recommended for suburban and rural plantings but not for cities since is requires clean air.
Origin and Hardiness:
Native from central New York west to Minnesota and south to Tennessee and Oklahoma, but not
plentiful anywhere. Occurs in rich lowlands and floodplains where it grows in mixed stands with
honey locust, hackberry, cottonwood, and black ash; sometimes found on drier soil in the open.
Kentucky coffee-tree is hardy to Zone 5. *
Soil and Site:
It will do reasonably well on drier sites, but grows best in deep, rich, moist soil with good drainage.
In poorly drained soil, it may decline.
Planting and Care:
Kentucky coffee-tree is not always readily available, but can be obtained from some local nurseries.
Spring is the preferred season for transplanting, though fall planting is also possible; specimens
should be balled and burlapped before the foliage emerges. Specimens which have been root-pruned
will become established more readily. Unless the soil is rich, some feeding with rotted manure or a
complete garden fertilizer at planting time would be beneficial, and as a supplement during the time
the tree is becoming established. Generally, the tree is free of pests and diseases and requires little
or no pruning.
Location in the Arboretum:
South of the Sterling Morton Library; west of Parking No. 3; along Forest Road near Map Station# 1;
east of Parking No. 37 in forestry plot along Oakwood Loop; south and east of Parking No. 6 near
Simonds Road .
*Hardin ess Zone based on Plant Hardiness Zone Map prepared jointly by the U.S. National Arboretum in cooperation with the American Horticul/1/ral Society. U.S.D.A. Misc. Pub. #8 14, May, 1960.
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against the real estate candidate for the board of supervisors or the county council. A "donothing" policy at the government level is to be preferred to a policy that encourages "progress," where such progress is equated with growth and expansion. There are many ways to
throw sand in the gears of "progress."
It is no small battle for no minor goal. At stake is the right to a rich and diversified American environment in which free people can choose their own ways of life. If the battle is lost
to those who equate bigger with better, the America of tomorrow will be a technologically
directed, totally regimented, completely homogenous land from which there can be no escape
ever, since there will be no place left to go.~
Dr. Dasmann is Director of Environmental Studies for the Conservation Foundation, Washington, D. C. Reprinted
by permission, from The Nation, 1968.

Arboretum News and Notes
LIBRARY APPOINTMENTS. In October, Mrs. Mary
Moulton, formerly Librarian, was appointed to
a new position as Resources Adviser, and Mr.
Ian MacPhail joined the Arboretum staff as
Librarian, undertaking the administration of
the Sterling Morton Library. In her new capacity, Mrs. Moulton's unusual talents for the
interpretation of the literature of planning, landscape design, horticulture, botany, and related
fields through reference work, consultation,
teaching, and writing, will be more freely available for the benefit of the staff and the public.
With the addition of Mr. MacPhail to the Arboretum staff, it is intended that the Library
continue and enlarge its present services for the
public, and that it grow in the direction of becoming an expanded research facility for the
staff and for other scientists in the area.

Ian MacPhail came to the Arboretum from
the University of West Indies in Barbados, where
he was Librarian of the College of Arts and
Sciences for two years. Prior to that, he was
Bibliographer and Research Assistant at the
Mellon Alchemical Collection, Yale University,
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from 1964 to 1967; and Bibliographer at the
Hunt Botanical Library at the Carnegie Institute
of Technology from 1961 to 1964. Mr. MacPhail was born in Malaysia and educated in
Scotland, where he received his M.A., in philosophy from Aberdeen University in 1949. He
received a postgraduate diploma in librarianship and archives from the University of London
in 1955.
We are pleased to welcome Ian MacPhail to
the staff, and feel certain that his studies in the
applications of bibliography to natural history
and botanical nomenclature will enrich the overall program of the Library and the Arboretum.
MRS . STERLING MORTON. With the death of Mrs.
Sterling Morton on July 26, the Arboretum suffered the loss of a longtime friend and benefactor. A resident of Chicago and Santa Barbara,
California, Mrs. Morton was an Honorary Trustee and a frequent visitor to the Arboretum. Her
presence and interest here will be missed. The
Sterling Morton Library, opened in 1963, was
her gift in memory of her late husband, son of
the founder.
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A PRIVATELY ENDOWED EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR PRACTICAL , SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH WORK IN HORTICULTURE AND
AGRICULTURE, PARTICULARLY IN THE GROWTH AND CULTURE
OF TREES , SHRUBS, AND VINES BY MEANS OF A GREAT OUTDOOR
MUSEUM ARRANGED FOR CONVENIENT STUDY OF EVERY
SPECIES, VARIETY, AND HYBRID OF THE WOODY PLANTS OF THE
WORLD ABLE TO SUPPORT THE CLIMATE OF ILLINOIS . . . TO
INCREASE THE GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE OF TREES AND
SHRUBS, AND TO BRING ABOUT AN INCREASE AND IMPROVEMENT IN THE IR GROWTH AND CULTURE.

